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deferit
[ dih-fur it ]

Noun, Verb

dictionary.com

Defining Deferit
This section defines who we are and the problem we’re trying to solve.



Deferit is a payment platform that allows people to pay any bill in 4 

flexible installments. 

It was founded to champion the customer’s best interests when it comes 

to paying their bills. That’s why there is no interest, late fees or any other 

hidden costs on the platform. 

There is no comparable product in the global makret which offers this 

solution for bill payments.

We are fundamentally focused on offering a better way to pay and 

budget the bills in your daily life. We hope to instil better money habits 

that can be applied across other areas of personal finance.

We’ve worked hard to ensure our platform is able to pay just about any 

bill a customer may encounter, such as: 

• Car registration

• Medical bills 

• And many more! 

• Energy bills 

• Water bills 

• Insurance premiums 
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Who we are
Defining Deferit



1  ‘Financial Planning’ Survey by 
First National Bank of Omaha (2020)

2 US Bureau of Labor Statistics 2017-2020

People can’t effectively set 
their bill due dates to align 
with income or lifestyle 
needs One third of US consumers pay 

A bill late every year and 65% 
had to pay a late fee 2 

Late bill payments 
leave businesses 
with working capital 
challenges

49% of the US population 
live pay check to pay check 1
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The problem
Defining Deferit



Deferit is a digital platform that allows 

people to pay any bill in 4 installments. 

It’s flexible, quick and easy. 

Saves time 
by paying 

all bills in 
one place

Guarantees 
pay on time 
discounts

Minimise 
stress and 
avoid bill

SHOCK 

No interest and 
no late fees

Split bills into 
manageable 

instalLments
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Defining Deferit

Benefits of using Deferit



Reduces debt levels

Doesn't encourage excess consumer spending

Users are able to move payments for free

Doesn't charge late fees

Improve consumer cashflow and financial management
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How we’re different
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Bills shouldn’t be complicated. Deferit is clear and simple with 

no hidden surprises, just effective bill budgeting. Users get 

up to $2,000 balance to pay bills over 4 installments, for only 

$14.99 a month. 

No interest.

Bye bye traditional finance. We don't charge any 

interest whatsoever.

No late fees. Ever.

We don’t believe in late fees or any other hidden fees. 

What you see is what you get. 

Get up to $2,000 balance to pay bills.

The more bills a customer pays off with us, the larger 

your bill balance grows. 
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How it works
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40%

60%
female

male

Users by gender

Users by age

Users

550,000 +

11%

35%
38%

14%

2%
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Global customers
Deferit in numbers

18-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+



$200m +

$20m +

Total amount our users 
saved in late fees

Bills paid
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Milestones
Deferit in numbers



use DEFERIT to pay
their bill before
the due date.

who had an overdue bill originally went on to pay their next bill on time with Deferit. 
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Deferit in numbers

Key Stats



What people say

Send



(out of 272 reviews

18,031 TOTAL LIKES)

(out of 4,152 reviews)

(out of 4,140 reviews on
google and 2,281 Reviews

on google play store)

Deferit ratings
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What people say



Fiona
NUMBER 1 BILL REPAYMENT PAYMENT APP!!! 
Been my life saver on more than one occasion 
and honestly if you haven't tried it you MUST! 
Thanks deferit, for helping me stay on top! 

Russ
Life has plenty of peaks & troughs, and when 
the bills come in the troughs at least you 
can Deferit. 

Jenny
Love Deferit! life has never been so good. Less 
stress since l started using it with bills being paid 
on time and budgeting made easier. [...] Couldn't 
be happier with Deferit and their service. 

Chris
This company needs to win an award for its 
dedication to its customers. Such an easy 
process to pay bills split over 4 payments 
(which makes life much easier). [...]

Tayla
Fantastic service. Can’t recommend enough. 
Incredibly accommodating to suit one’s pay cycle. 
Flexible with payments and the staff in the call 
centre are incredibly helpful and friendly.

Rhiannon
Such a great experience. Honestly these people 
are like guardian angels! Sometimes you need 
help with finances, and this just makes my life so 
much easier! Thank you Thank you Thank you. 
[...]

+1,000’s more!!!
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Reviews from our customers
What people say



Contacts

Media Enquires

media@deferit.com

Social media 

         @DeferitUSA

         @deferit.us

         linkedin.com/company/deferit


